Monitoring mechanisms in visual search: an fMRI study.
This fMRI study investigates the neural underpinning and the cognitive factors associated with monitoring in visual search. A visual search task was designed by pseudo-randomly mixing four experimental conditions, which were obtained through the factorial combination of salience (pop-out vs. non pop-out) and target presence (present vs. absent). The fastest responses were obtained when a salient target was presented, while responses were slowest with target-absent conditions, which required extensive evaluation of the visual scene. Partial Least Square multivariate analysis was used to analyze the fMRI data. The first Latent Variable revealed a set of fronto-parietal and occipital regions, which was cohesively activated especially when the presence of the target stimulus was not easy to discard, such as when all stimuli in the visual scene were non-targets or when one stimulus among the rest was salient (pop-out) but not a target. The most extensive and robust activation within this cohesive set of regions was located in the right inferior/middle frontal gyrus. This finding corroborates evidence in favor of a role of the right lateral prefrontal cortex, and associated regions, for evaluative operations, extending previous findings to the visual search domain.